
 

 

Q.-1 (A) Choose the correct answer. ( સાચો જળાબ પસદં કરો.) (5) 

 (1) Who are friends?  

  (A) Ram and Raj             (B) Chunni and Munni            (C) Mother and a cat  

 (2) Who enjoys music?  

   (A) Munni                     (B) Munni’s father                 (C) Chunni  

 (3)  Who is a teacher?  

   (A) Gauri                       (B) Lilly                                      (C) Gullu  

 (4) _______   welcomes Lilly.  

   (A) Gullu                        (B) Elephant                            (C) Billy  

 (5) What is free for all the mummies?  

   (A) ice cream                 (B) coffee                               (C)  toys  

    

Q-2  Complete the dialogue. Use the word given in the bracket . (કૌંસમા ંઆપે બ્દનો 
ઉપયોગ કરી સળંાદપરૂ્તિ  કરો. ) 

(5) 

  ( Nice to meet you, Thank you, Billy, Good morning,  Hello)   

  Lilly        :  __________, I am Lilly.  

  Billy       :  Hello I am   __________  come and sit here.  

  Lilly        :  __________.  

  Billy       :  This is Gullu.  

  Gullu     :  ___________, Lilly.  

  Teacher  :  Hello children.  

  Children  :  ____________.  

    

Q-3 (A) Who says the following sentence. ( નીચેના ળાક્યો કોણ બોે છે તે ખો.) (3) 

 (1) I studied in Jolly school last year.  

 (2) Lilly , come here and introduce yourself.  

 (3) It’s time. She will be here any minute.  

    

 (B) Write the rhyming words. ( સરખા ઉચ્ચારળાલા બ્દો ખો.) (2) 

  (1)   glass               (2)   boys  
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Q-4  Read the paragraph and answer the questions. (ફકરો ળાચંી પ્રશ્નના જળાબ ખો.) (5) 

                          Munni’s mother prepares breakfast for them. Munni does not drink tea. She 
takes a glass of milk with breakfast. Chunni drinks milk from her bowl. At ten o’ clock, 
Munni goes to school. So, Chunni is alone. 

 

  Questions:  

 (1) Who prepares breakfast for Munni and Chunni?  

 (2) Munni does not drink  _______  

 (3) Chunni drinks milk from her glass/bowl.  

 (4) Munni goes to school at _______ o’ clock.  

 (5) Who is alone?  

    

Q-5  Look at the picture and answer the questions. ( ચચત્ર જુઓ અને પ્રશ્નના જળાબ ખો) (5) 

 (1) 

      

 

 (2) 

                                                

  
 
What is it ? 

 

 (3) 

 

 
Is he sleeping? 

 
 
 

 

 (4)  
Is she laughing? 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 (5)  
Are  they  praying? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

What is it? 


